LIMITED WARRANTY

Wave Lighting LLC (“Wave”) warrants its lighting fixtures and components to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase. At its option, Wave will repair or replace any defective product without charge with the same product or with the closest matching product then in its catalogue.

This warranty does not cover: paint chipping, peeling or other paint failure; rust or corrosion caused by contact with objects or chemicals; damage or color fading associated with UV exposure; repair service, adjustment or replacement due to improper wiring or installation; misuse, abuse, negligence; light bulbs, ballasts and other expendable items which require periodic replacement and are warranted separately by their manufacturers; damage caused by accident, natural disaster, or unauthorized service or modification of the product or any furnished component; or other matters beyond Wave's control.

THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AND EXCLUDES ALL WARRANTIES AS TO MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE.

This warranty does not cover: any special, indirect, incidental, or consequential damages arising out of the purchase or use of, or inability to use, this product, such as costs of installation, removal or reinstallation of the product, or loss of use or inconvenience; and does not extend to other equipment and components supplied by others that a customer uses in conjunction with Wave’s products.

In no event, shall Wave's obligation exceed customer's purchase price of the product.

Some states and provinces/territories do not allow the limitation or exclusion of consequential damages, or limitation on how long an implied warranty may last, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you.

SPECIAL EXTENSIONS OF THE WARRANTY PERIOD:

LIGHTWAVE & COMMERCIAL LED components – warranty extends to five (5) years from the date of manufacture.
Marlex® fixtures - warranty for fixture housing components only extends to five (5) years from the date of purchase.
Everstone™ fixtures, - warranty for fixture housing components only extends for the LIFETIME of the product.

Wave Lighting takes pride in our products and we hope that they bring you many years of enjoyment.
If you have comments, please call 877-870-WAVE(9283).